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Tough Problem - faced by many global brands
Wrong focus - It’s the Consumption Experience that matters
Who says? The Marketing Clinic - we are the only business
that understands and reveals the Consumption Experience
and how it is delivered.
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The Marketing Clinic
1984 - Founder & Chairman Thornton Mustard
So what - I’ve never heard of you
These companies have: Some of our longer term/multi project
clients:
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Coca-Cola: 31 projects
Mars 42 projects
Danone 9 projects
Unilever 15
Diageo 4
GSK 10
McCain 5
RHM 8
Heinz 6

Global Presence
Global presence ,
understanding palates (by
country, age, sex and
category - and their
dynamics)
S America & N Zealand
excepted
Understanding the
Psychology Of Taste around
the world

X

X

The Marketing Clinic Approach:
Any product has some 120 tastes and about 60 emotions
Which ones matter?
How are they linked?
How does altering sugar (or salt etc) alter the experience?
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Any product has some 120 tastes and about 60 emotions
Which ones matter?
How are they linked?
How does altering sugar (or salt etc) alter the experience?
Step 1: Define The Experience

Pringles:Taste Signature®

Visual perfection,
nests, elliptical,
cute - yet each is
of low value

Mood change intrusive, ritualistic
lively, involving pulse raised by
stimulation

Initial crisp, noisy
bite with incisors
releases early
taste hit

Adult, sophisticated
yet fun and informal

Rapid savoury
taste build in front
of mouth
Sharing, group
identity, secure,
belonging

Modern, contemporary
easy, stress free

Melt frustrates as
taste is lost yet also
gives fleeting reward
& desire for next
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8

6

4

2

0

Emotional Benefits

Further
crunching breaks
product down
releasing last of
flavour as it
fractures into
pieces in mid
mouth
The product melts
into a brief
rewarding phase
whilst the flavour
is now fully
dissipated
The brief aftertaste
leaves the mouth
slightly dried and
yet stimulated moreish indeed

Taste Characteristics

Understanding ‘The Experience’

VPB: Understanding The Emotions

always eat the same way
with family
cheers me up
one is never enough
dip it in my drink
looks satisfying
modern and exciting
evening
a childish snack
keeps me going
flat & regular
fattening
more like real food than cake
a treat
nothing else like it
mid morning snack
helps me to relax
real food
with special people
morning
shows I care for my friends
too sweet
memories of childhood
just like my Mother gave me
old fashioned
wholesome & natural
midweek
more of a treat
suitable at any time
spoils the meal
adult
weekend
safe
a welcome
traditional
afternoons
if I’m in a hurry
always just the same
play in mouth
need a drink with it
eaten straightfrom pack
satisfies hunger
good with a sandwich
a minor event
looks filli ng
made in France
bri ngs people together
too much taste
help yourself
on the way to work
eat en sitting down
homely
more than just a biscuit
made with care
trendy flavours
bad for me
made abroad
always with a milky drink
never know when I’ve had enough
eat as many as I want
quite filling
talk and eat
too much fl avour
just ri ght for me
looks boring
not just before a meal
at work/college

Veritable Petit
Beurre Biscuits
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Understanding ‘The Experience’ :
Shape of Taste For Project W
Taste Hit
Dissolve
Swallow

Aftertaste
Taste
characteristics

Satiation

Emotional
benefits

Taste/
Intensity

Moreish

From Front To Rear Of Mouth

©Copyright
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Yoghurt as ‘Healthy’
Indian Food & Lager
Masculine ‘Challenge’ of Spirits
Satiation vs sufficient - Chinese food
Coca-Cola & McDonalds

Shape Of Taste & Taste Profiles
Not ‘Technically’ accurate
Doesn’t matter - that’s the consumer perception - & that
drives the emotional experience
—
—
—
—
—

Yoghurt as ‘Healthy’
Indian Food & Lager
Masculine ‘Challenge’ of Spirits
Satiation vs sufficient - Chinese food
Coca-Cola & McDonalds

Hence we only work with ‘Target Consumer’
Ultimately - Brand Experience is what drives consumer
relationship, loyalty & preference

What Does Sugar Change Do?
120 Tastes, 60 emotions
Sugar alters the balance, intensity and dwell time of certain
tastes - hence alters the emotions
Which ones - and how does this alter the Experience?
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Stages 2 & 3:
Identify the Experience Curve & enhance for different levels of sugar
Quality of experience

Pringles:Taste Signature®
Mood change intrusive, ritualistic
lively, involving pulse raised by
stimulation

Enhanced experience curve post development

Adult, sophisticated
yet fun and informal

Sharing, group
identity, secure,
belonging

Modern, contemporary
easy, stress free

Full Sugar
Variant

Melt frustrates as
taste is lost yet also
gives fleeting reward
& desire for next
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Emotional Benefits

Suga
r
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ction

‘Diet’
Variant

‘Tipping Point’ where
contract is broken and
Experience ‘Lost’ is
now shifted
4 3.5
6
5
7.5

10

Visual
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- y et each is
Initial
v alue
of lowcrisp,
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early taste
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Rapid
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taste build in
f ront of
mouth
Further
crunching
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product
down
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last of
f lavour
as it
The
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f ractures
melts
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into pieces
brief
in mid
rewarding
mouth whilst
phase
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nowbrief
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leav es the
mouth slightly
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indeed
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If a Brand Experience is like a row of books - some tall some
short, fat and thin - all represent flavours, tastes,
mouthfeels and aromas in the consumption experience
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most positive emotions and that deliver delight and
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Bookshelf?
If a Brand Experience is like a row of books - some tall some
short, fat and thin - all represent flavours, tastes,
mouthfeels and aromas in the consumption experience
Sugar reduction is like some of the books have been removed
Salt reduction is like the bottom 2” have been sliced off with
a chainsaw
The visual look of the bookshelf is altered when some books
are removed - yet not all the ones removed matter. We
identify the 4 - 8 books out of the shelf-full that trigger the
most positive emotions and that deliver delight and
deliciousness
They must be retained in their presence, impact and delivery
- they deliver the ‘Recognition’ of the experience
A consumer driven recognition solution - not a technical fix.
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It can be done - we know when we’re ‘Getting there’
already developed a new carbonated drink: half the sugar but no
sweeteners or artificial ingredients & yet full mouthfeel & experience
— sugar reduction in biscuit & confectionery items
— coffee - caffeine reduction
— ingredients savings in quality alcohol products
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Summary Of The Marketing Clinic Approach
About delivering The Brand Experience
Has to be case specific - no single solution
It can be done - we know when we’re ‘Getting there’
— already developed a new carbonated drink: half the sugar but no
sweeteners or artificial ingredients & yet full mouthfeel & experience
— sugar reduction in biscuit & confectionery items
— coffee - caffeine reduction
— ingredients savings in quality alcohol products

Marketing can own the experience and see what is
happening
Development are given focused areas of work to restore the
consumer benefits

Thank You For Sharing This Experience!

Greg. Tucker
The Marketing Clinic
Psychology Of Taste
Managing The Consumption Experience
Greg@MClinic.co.uk
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